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INTRODUCTION

To site , design , and predict the performance of seafloor facilities, some
knowledge of the geotechriical properties (strength , compressibility, stiffness) of
the bottom sediments is necessary. The level of accuracy needed varies greatly,
depending on the importance and size of the facility and on whether siting,

— preliminary design , or final design is involved. Also , the amount of areal coverage
required varies with the same items.

For final design of important structures , the geotechnical properties at a - -

specific site must be known quite accurately (e.g., strength within ± 15%). The
Civil Eng ineering Labora tory has explored several procedures to supply the
information needed.

CEL , in its research for the ideal technique , developed a method for obtain ing
piston core samples and correcting for sampling disturbance (Lee, 1973).* The cost
of obtain ing thi s in for mation is relati vely hi gh , however. In addition , obtaining
coverage over an area or along a route is difficult.

For other than final design of important structures , applications (such as
siting, preliminary design of less important structures , and cable burial) , the
geotechnical data need not be as accurate, bu t large areal coverage may be
required. The Expendable Doppler Penetrometer * was developed, in par t, to
satisfy this need. With this instrument , rapid , relatively accurate (±30%)
measurements of sediment strength can be made under almost any sea conditions.
Still , the penetrometers provide only point measurements.

A technique for site and route survey ing that provides continuous geotech-
nical data from an underway vessel could greatly augment penetrometer and
coring data and reduce overall cost. Acoustic reflection techniques are obvious
candidates.

A great deal is known about the way in which acoustic waves reflect from the
seafloor and subbottom layer interfaces (e.g., Hastrup, 1969; Mackenzie , 1960; Bell
and Porter , 1974). It is known that the physical properties that control acoustic
reflection (density, bulk modulus , rigidity) are similar to those that control
engineering behavior. The major difference is that the strain level developed by
acoustic wave transmission and reflection is several orders of magnitude below
that for full strength development. Since the controlling properties are basically
the same, however , correlations between the two have been found.

Because of the ideal, rapid nature of acoustic profiling and the apparent
potential tie-in to geotechnical engineering, CEL conducted a study to determine

*Further work is currently in process and further information can be
obtained by contacting H. Lee of CEL.

**For further information , contact R. Beard of CEL.
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the applicability of acoustics to geotechnics. First, the current state-of-the-art of
acoustic reflection pro fili ng was assessed to determ ine how well acoustic
parameters can presently be measured from an underway vessel. Next , it was
determined how well geotechnical parameters could be estimated if the acoustic
parameters were known. These led to immediate use recommendations and
indicated areas where additional research might improve the quality of the

— 
‘ estimates. Finally, a program of research to develop improved estimates was

developed. This report summarizes the findings of this study.
It should be noted at this point that acoustics are not expected to solve all

the problems of marine geotechnology. For final design , cori ng and detailed
laboratory analysis are expected to remain as requirements. Even for site and
route surveys it will generally be necessary to obtain at least a few cores or
perform a few penetrometer drops. These are needed because acoustics are not
foolproof, and the geotechnical engineer must have a few direct measurements for
proper analysis of the acoustic data.

- - DEFINITIONS AND THEORY

This section provides the nom enclat ure and basic theory needed to unde r sta nd
the rest of the report.

Definitions

Acoustic Reflection. When a propagating sound wave encounters an interface
between materials of differing acoustic impedance (defined below ) some energy is
ref lected while some is transmitted. Normal Reflection implies th at the di r ection
of sound propagation is normal to the interface; the transmitted sound continues
in the same direction while the reflected sound is returned along its ori ginal
course. Oblique Reflection implies that the direction of propagation is other than
normal to the interface. The direction of propagation of the transmitted wave
obeys Snell’s Law (law of refraction) . Also, the angle of reflection equals the ang le
of incidence (see Figure 1 for graphic defi nitions of these concepts). When oblique
reflection occurs at a liquid-solid interface , two types of waves - compressional
and shear - are set up in the solid. Both obey Snell’s Law.

Acoustic Reflectivity, R. The amplitude of the obliquely or normally
reflected wave di vided by the amplit ude of the incident wave is termed the
acoustic reflectivity of the interface. There may also be a phase shift , ~~, or

* 
change in wave shape. The most recognizable phase shift is 4 = 180 deg, where
the reflected wave is an inverted image of the incident wave.

Compressional (Longitudinal or P) Wave. Normal sound is transmitted by
material alternately compressing and expanding. This type of wave propagates at
the compressional wave speed, C ~~, which is a function of the material ’s bulk
modulus , density, and shear r igidit y:

3 
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/ 4 G \  1/2
i K + —  ~C~~~=~\ p ) (1)

where K = bulk modulus
— G = shear modulus

p = material density

Particle movement is along the axis of wave propagation.

Shear (Transverse or S) Wave. When a solid is stressed transversely (sheared)
by an oscillating driving force, a different type of wave is generated that
propagates at the shear wavespeed, C~ . This speed is a function of the shear
modulus or rigidity and density.

1/2
C =( -

~
-)  (2)

t p

Particle motion is perpendicular to wave propagation direction.

Attenuation. Both compressional and shear waves are reduced in amplitude as
they propagate through a medium. Part of this loss is a result of spherical
spreading. This occurs because sound is generally generated at a point and as it
spreads out the acoustic energy must progressively fill a larger volume. The
amplitude is reduced. Absorption occurs as acoustic energy degrades to thermal
energy through friction or other means. Shear and compressional wave absorption
coefficients, ~~ and ~ t~ 

respectively, can be assigned to sediments. Both are
functions of the physical properties of the sediment.

Acoustic Impedance. The acoustic impedance is defined rigorously as the
proportionality factor between pressure and velocity in a propagating acoustic
wave. In simple theory, the acoustic impedance is pC 

~~
.

Scattering. When an acoustic wave is reflected from a “rough” surface the
returning energy is scattered in different directions. The apparent net reflectivity
is less than it would have been for a “smooth” surface. “Rough” and “smooth” are
relative terms that depend on the height of the ir regu larities relative tc the
acoustic wave length.

Focusing. Sound reflecting from a concave upward surface is concentrated at
particular points. When the ship passes these points the apparent reflectivity of
the bottom may exceed 1.0.

Frequency Dependence. Many acoustic phenomena are essentially independent
of sound frequency (e.g., sound speeds, reflection from a nonattenuating medium),

4
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but two items that have a strong frequency dependence are attenuation and
• 

- 
scattering. The attenuation coefficient appears to vary almost linearly with
frequency (Hamilton, 1972), although this subject is being debated in the literature
(Stoll, 1977). Scattering has a more complex relationship to frequency (or
wavelength , as discussed above).

Interference. When sound pulses are reflected from a layered material,
returning pulses may interfere with incident pulses. Interference may be
constructive or destructive , depending on the laye r thickness relative to the
wavelength.

Theory

Liquid-Liquid Reflection. The simplest and most commonly applied theory has
to do with normal reflection of sound from a liquid-liquid interface. The
applicable relation is ter med the Ray leigh Formula:

p C R - p C
- p C ~~+ p 0 Cc,

where subscri pt o and no subscri pt refer to the upper and lowe r li quids ,
respectively.

For obli que reflection the Raylei gh Formula is (after Urick , 1967, p. 127):

p C cos O - p C cos~~~R = 
~ C~~cos 0 + p C0 cos~~

where 0 = angle of incidence (relative to a normal to the interface)
= angle of refraction

and 0 are related through Snell’s law.

Sediments behave acoustically enou gh like li quids that these simple equ ations
have application. They have formed the basis for several field investi gations.

Liquid-Solid Reflections (no absorption). For oblique reflection from a solid
that can conduct shear waves (but does not absorb acoustic energy), the
reflectivity is (Merkulova , 1970):

2 . 2p C~ cos 2 
~ 

p Ct sin 2 
~ ~ 

p 0 c0
cos + cos - cos O

R =  2 . 2p C cos 2 
~ ~ Ct sin 2 8 

~ 
p C

cos 8~ 
+ cos + cosO
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where B~ and are the compr essional and shear refraction angles, respectively
(relat ed to 0 through Snell’s law).

Liquid-Solid Reflection With Absorption. The relations for reflectivity and
- •  phase shift for the general case of relfection from a plane surface are given by

Merkulova (197w. The impedances and angles of refraction are written as complex
variables th at include the absorption coefficients. These relationships are lengthy
and will not be included here. However , they have been computer programmed and
will be used in a later section to assess the sensitivity of reflecti v ity to changes in
the acoustic para meters.

Discussion of Basic Relations. Equation 5 reduces to Equation 3 for normal
incidence . This indicates that it is impossible to determine anything about shear
wave behavior (i.e., disc riminate between liqu ids and solids) from nor mal
reflectivity , It also indicates that since normal reflectivity is so simp ly modeled
it may be more usable in the real world where man y com plicating factors make
data analysis difficult .

Looki ng at Eq uation 3, the basic relationshi p for normal reflectivity, it is
seen that a measurement of R (and a knowledge of C0 and p0 for water)yields only
the product pC ~~~~. There is no direct way to separate density and sound speed
th rough a normal reflectivity measurement. However , since most surficial
sedi ments have about the same soun d speed , this is not too significant a problem.
Also, simp le obli que techn iques exist for measuring sound speed (Dix , 1955; Bryan ,
1974), which can be used to isolate density (Por ter & Bell , 1974). Whether sound
speed is assu med or measur ed , the fi nal output of normal reflectivity measure-
meri t is sediment density.

Equ ation 5 and the f u ll li quid-solid reflection with absorption relationshi ps
contain all the acoustic parameters. If the seafloor were as ideal as the conditions
assumed in formulating the equations , reflectivity and phase shift could be
measured as a function of incidence angle and all the parameters obtained. The
most important of these to geotech nical en gineering is probably the shear
modulus , G , obtai ned directly from C.~ throu gh Equation 2. This parameter relates
to th e resistance to shear developed between particles at low strain. It correlates
strong ly with the undrained shear strength , which is the resistance to shear at
large strain and is of paramount importance in anchor and foundation design.
Incidentally, the compressional wavespeed , C ~, also depends slightly on G
(Equation I) . However , G is so over shadowed by K in Equa tion 1 that it would be

— vi rtually impossible to estimate G with any degree of accuracy.
The possibility of measurin g shear wave velocity and, consequently, G and

shear streng th , 5 u ’  dire ctly through oblique reflectivity measurements will be
considered in a later section.

PREVIOUS FIELD WORK

Altho ugh seismic ref lect~~n tech n iques have been used at sea since the earl y
thi r ties, the use of smal l , nonexplosive sound sources fired at precisel y spaced
intervals and recorded on a precision variable density recorder began in the middle

6
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i ) . iC~ . (Knott a’-id Hersey, 1956). The technique was called Continuous Seismic• Reflection Profiling to distinguish it from typ ical oil exploration geoph ysical
methods used on land , and later , at sea. Other terms used include subbottom
profiling, geological echo profiling, ~ id conti nuous acoustic subbottom profiling.
Seismic Reflection Profili ng (SRP ) is pr obabl y the most common term presently in
use.

Early use of SRP followed the techniques of geophysical exploration; that is ,
the deter m ina tion of sim ple st rati gr aphy and geological structure. These data
resu lt fro m the closel y spaced fir i ng of a sound sour ce, receivin g the echo events

• from the seafloor and subseafloor strata , bedrock , fault plain s, etc., and
presenting them in analog form (usually with a hi gh vertical exaggeration).

- 
• This method , in effect , measured and plotted the sonar range from the survey

shi p to vario us reflectors. Later , workers began to examine the echo itself f o r
clues as to what kind of a surface reflected it. These early ~ttem pts at reflection
analyses were subjective or qualitative. Attempts have also been made to quantify
the acoustic reflection data for more thoroug h and objective analyses. These three
methods of interpreting the acoustic response of submarine soils - geologic
mapp ing, qualitative analysis , and qu an titative anal ysis - will  now be reviewed
briefly.

Geologic Mapping

Most of the marine geology and geophysical literature is included under this
application of SRP. The work of Curray and Moore (1963) repcesents an ambitious
but realistic attempt to distinguish facies changes under conditions of marine —

tra nsgressions.

Qualitative Analysis

Da muth (1975) reported that the Western Equato rial Atlantic could be
categorized into IC seafloor provinces based on qualitative analyses of subbottom
reflection profiles. Short pulse length ( <5 ms) 3.5 and 12 kHz sound sources were
used. Many different aspects of the echo events were considered , such as pulse
len gth , whether or not hyperboli were recorded and their types , the existence of
subbottom st rata , whether they were continuous or discontinuous , topograph y, etc.
Cores were taken in the study area and some correlations were established.
Seafloor areas with numerous coarse-grained strata within the length of the core
could be distinguished from areas with a fine-grained sediment profile. Similar
results were reported by Akal (1974). Damuth ’s (1975) work was largel y geological
mapping by subbottom profiler interpretation with sufficient data (tracklines) to
grou p the resu lts by areas di splayi ng comm on characteristics (such as nu merous
hyperbo li that are always tangent to the seafloor). If a single subbottom profile
had been made across the stu dy areas, some of these aberrations of the r-~ ~rd• would probably have gone unnoticed.

K ing (1965) was able to disti ngu ish fo u r types of botto m in a sur vey near Nova
Scotia using an echo sounder of 14.25 kHz and a l-m~ pulse length. The
classificatio n was based on the bath y metry, as well as the relati ve degree of

7
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com paction of the bottom sediment as suggested by the depth to which the sound
penetrated the bottom. Collected in the study area and analyzed for grain size
distributio n were 141 bottom samples.

A joint study of Coos Bay, Ore., by the Army Corps of Engineers and Oregon
State University (1976) attempted to classify bot tom sediment types by side-scan
sonar. The textural quality of the recording was used as well as bed forms. The
side-scan sonar provides the parameter of bed f orm iden tification not avail able
fro m either depth sounder or subbottom profiling acoustics. Combination
subbotto m profiles and side-scan sonar un its are presently available to pr ovide
data on the detailed shape of the bottom , as well as the geometry (structure) of
the subbotto m , plus the various qualitative indications that appear on the
sonargraphs (the limit of whose interpretation is bounded only by the i maginati on
and ingenuity of the interpreter) .

Quantitative Analysis

Danbom (1976) reported the results of an acoustic reflection study in Block
Island Sound , south of Connecticut and Rhode Island. An area that had been
previously mapped by systematic botto m sampling was traversed several times
using a 3.5 kHz acoustic signal. Although the initial signal was not monitored for
intensity, the amplitudes of echo events were measured. The ret u rn echoes were ,
there f ore, assigned a number value and the area was contoured. Nearl y 300,000
individ ual measurements of reflection amplitude were obtained along 182 nautical
miles of trackline. These were grouped into 1,205 data points and contoured.
Analyzed for mean grain size for comparison with the reflection amplitude data
were 84 bottom sediment samples from two different surveys.

Efforts to correlate mean grain size with reflection amplitude met with
diffic ulties because the amplitudes suggested a range larger than that indicated by
sampling. Errbrs in positioning between two sampling surveys and the acoustic
survey could have contributed to the problem. Also, the initial amplitudes of the
acoustic signals may have varied during the survey (20-hr duration) . When the
initial signal and the echo amplit udes are measured and compared, the resulting
reflectivity coefficient is independent of instrument variations and so is a more
reliable parameter with which to work.

Akal (1972, 1974) reported efforts to measure bottom reflection loss variation
in the Medite r ranean with respect to frequency and angle of incidence, alte ration
of the reflected waves, and scattering. The r~1atio nshi p of these measurements to
th e physical properties of the sediments was also investigated.

An early and defi n iti ve atte mpt to classify bottom sediments acoustically was
made by Breslau (1965), who measured acoustic reflectivity at many locations in
the North Atlantic Ocean. Results were compared with the physical proper ties of
core samples. Breslau ’s results are best summarized in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2
shows that a bottom loss of 12 db could be interpreted anywhere from 38% to 72%
porosity. Only in the extremes of sediment type (namely, sand and clay) are the
bottom loss data unambiguous. Over an 18-db loss, the porosity varies only from
60% to 72%, while below a lO-db loss, the range extends from 28% to 61%
porosity.

8
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Figure 3 shows the plot of Breslau ’s data on a sand-silt-clay diagram.
Although the average values of bottom losses for sand (10.9 db), silty sand (13.8),

• sandy silt (15.4 db), and clayey silt ( 16.0) are reported as being indicative of
sediment type , consideration of Figure 3 suggests that knowing the reflection
coefficient allows categorization into only three sediment types: ( 1) sand , (2) silty
sand, and (3) sandy silt or clayey silt. Since Breslau ’s (1965) data did not include
clay, we may assume that when the fu ll gam u t of grain sizes are considered , the
ref lection coefficient alone (no velocity data) will allow a categorization of data
into four sediment types: sand, silty sand , sandy silt or clayey silt , and clay.

The fail ur e of Breslau ’s field measurements of reflectivity,  R , to cor relate
more closely with values of porosity may be due to any of several factors:

1. Acoustic measurements and sediment cores may come from quite different
locations due to positional imprecision , possibly as great as 1 nautical mile on the
shelf where LORAN A was used.

2. Porosity may not be a strong correlation to R in natural marine sediments.

3. Bathymetric irregularities may have caused focusing and scatter.

- 
5 4. The instrumentation itself is subject to variation and drift .

5. The real variability in sediments may be greater than suggested by the 77
samples.

Barnes et al. ( 1972) reported an attempt to verify Breslau ’s work in acoustic
reflectivity field mapping using 2.5 kHz and 41 kHz sources in San Francisco Bay.
The bottom samples collected were positioned by Hastings Ray dist. Si xteen core
sites were established (with at least one core per site) on a survey grid totalling
about 26 nautical miles. With Breslau ’s correlation as a standard , the reflection

• coefficient values reported by Barnes et al. (1972) do not match the sediment
ty pes sampled in the survey area. The values of R are about 4 times what the
sediments suggest. Although Barnes et al. ( 1971) did not mention entrapped gas in
the cores taken , it offe rs an explanation of the results obtained by these authors.

By far the most comprehensive program carried out to map sediment
engineer in g and geological properties acoustically has been a joint e f for t  of
Raytheon , Inc. and the University of New Hampshire. This research was pursued
under grants from the National Sea Grant Agency for 4 yr ( 1970 - 1974). The work
cu lminated in i mplemen tin g techn iques at sea designed to collect simultaneously
and remoteiy estimates of compressional wave velocity, attenuation rates , and the
reflection coefficient as a function of incident angle (Bell and Porter , 1974).

Reports of detailed comparisons between acoustics and direct sampling have
not been published by these workers. The most definitive comparison (Porte r and
Bell , 1975) involved the acoustic profiling of an area where recently dumped
dred ge spoil was mapped by the Raytheon-University of New Hampshire system.
The conventional analog record shows the pre-dredge spoil seafloor beneath the
more highly reflective spoil material. The difference in reflectivity coefficients is
suff ic ient  to delineate the dredge spoil, even to the poin t of ma pping the edges of
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the spoil where it is either too thin or too discontinuous to be mapped by
continuous subbottom profiling alone. No attempt to rigorously compare direct
sampling with acoustics is made.

An added advantage of measuring compressional wave velocity underway was
brought out when the high reflectivity of the dredge spoil suggested the possibility
of entrapped gas. However , since sound velocities were high in the dredge spoil

S the possibility of gassy sediments was eliminated.
Porter (1976) describes an experiment where the Raytheon-University of New

Hampshire system attempted to classif y sediments acoustically in areas of
unstable sediment in the Mississippi Delta region. Gassy sediment could be located
and iden tified as such , but the three parameters measured (R , C, and A) were so
st rongly affected by gas content that their interpretation became impossible.
Porter (1976) provides no comparison between cores and acoustics , but the purpose
of the survey was to attempt to correlate areas of instability with having
entrapped gas in the sediment.

Although Porte r et al. (1974) report extensive physical sampling in support of
their acoustic studies, the deta ils of core location relative to acoustic tracklines
and correlation factors are not presented. However , Raytheon (1975)  does report
that it has commonly encountered only a 1% scatter on velocity measurements
and about 10% scatte r in calculated sediment densities at the juncture of

- 
- intersecting tracklines or during repetitive traverses across the same test sites.

These workers (Ra y theon , 1975) also point out that measurements of density and
velocity in control cores along acoustic tracklines show far greater scatter than
the acoustically determined values.

Caulfield et al. (1976) also reported results of reflectivity measurements.
Signals of 12, 7, and 3.5 kHz were used in attempts to measure soil characteristics
throug h an ice layer in the Mackenzie Delta near Tukloyaktuk , Northwest
Territory, Canada. Four sites were occupied. Interpreted acoustic impedances
were related iteratively to grain size and porosity of sediments to depths 25 m
below the seafloor. The Caulfield et al. (1976) experiment did not provide a basis
for assessing the accuracy of quantitative acoustic measurements. Results of
tests on core samples were used to calibrate the acoustic measurements.
Therefore , good agreement automatically occurred between the two.

Tyce (1976) found wide variation ( > 10 db) in subsurface reflectivity results,
— using a deep-towed , nea r-bottom , 4-kHz subbottom profiling system. The causes

of such fine scale variations have not been determined , but the data are
significant to anyone attempting to map the geotechnical properties of the
seafloor by use of reflection coefficient. Measurements of attenuation , compres-
sional sound velocity, and shear strength suggested to Tyce (1976) that the high
subsurf ace reflection coefficien ts may be caused by early l i thif i cation.

PRESENT GEOTECHNICAL
APPLICATION

In the known field acoustic studies, the on ly parameters quan tified were
relative reflectivity, reflection coefficient , and compressional wave velocity.
From these measurements, density can be di rectly calcu lated, and porosity can be
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indirectly determined. From these parameters a rough grai n size classification
was obtained) e.g., sand, silt, or clay).

Shear strength , which is usuall y the most important parameter to geotech-
nical engineers , was not included in the discussions. The question then arises: can
existing acoustic technology provide any useful information to geotechnolog ists?

— The answer is a tentative yes, particularl y for direct-embedment anchors. Fi gure
4 (from Tay lor , 1976) summarizes the results of pullout tests with the CEL 20-ki p
anchor through about mid-1974. It shows that the parameter , ~l (holdi ng
capacity/anchor kinetic energy), is closely related to a rough sedi ment classifica-
tion (silty sand , stiff clay, or soft clay). At worst , it appea rs that the holding
capacity parameter varies by only ±5~% if the classification is known. If the
classification is not known , the parameter can vary between 2 and 11. From the
work of Breslau (1967), Barnes et al. ( 1971), and Raytheon-University of New
Hampshire (1975) ,  it appears that it is possible to discriminate at least between
sand and clay, usin g normal acoustic reflectivity. Determining whether the clay is
“ s t i f f”  or “soft” may or may not be possible. The difference in density between the
two is not very large , but if a general area is known relatively well (i.e., a few
cores have been taken) it might be possible to pick out stiff and soft spots from
the acoustic records. This technology would need to be developed.

Actuall y, knowin g whether a clay is stiff or soft is not as important as it
mi ght seem. Recent work in predicting long-term holding capacity * (data plotted
in Figure 4 is short term) has shown that the capacity of anchors in stiff ,
overconsolidated clays degrades with time. Whether it degrades all the way to the
val ue for soft clay in the long term is not known , but at least the holdin g
capacities for stiff and soft clays become close r with time.

Not included in Figure 4 but also of considerable importance in embedment
anchor design is the influence of exposed or thinly covered seafloor rock. If a
bottom is rocky, the type of anchor used and the sorts of holding capacities
attainable are very different  fro m those in sediments (Wadsworth , 1976). Normal
acoustic reflectivity provides a good means of locating rocky seafloors.

With other types of anchors and fou ndations , a sim ple knowledge of rough
botto m classification may not be as valuable. The reason it works so well with
embedment anchors is because of their two phases of operation: penetration and
pullout. If the bottom is soft , greater penetration is achieved , which leads to
hi gher holdin g capacities than would at first  be expected. Stiff bottoms yield low
penetrations and correspondingly lower holding capacities than at first expected.
Much of the influence of sediment properties is cancelled out. With many types of
foundations and anchors, this is not the case. They are placed in a particular
position (i.e., footin g on the su r face , cable burial to a predetermined depth) that
does not vary with the sediment type. When the devices are put into service , they
mu st cope with the conditions presen t - not those that in some way are
determined by the method of installation. Knowled ge of a sandy bottom would still
be valuable since these are generally known to provide a “good” foundation for
small st ructures. If the bottom is clay, it would probably be necessary, in additio n ,
to know the shear strength as well. This is not possible at present with normal
reflectivity acoustics. Procedures for estimating shear strength variations from
,normal reflectivity acoustics in a well-controlled , li gh t ly  cored area may be
possible but require development.

*For further information , contact R. Beard , CEL.
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Fi gure 4. Relationship between the parameter (holding capacity/kinetic
energy) and soil type for CEL 20K direct embedment anchor.

PRESENT USE
RECOMMENDATIONS

As discussed in the preceding section , knowledge of a roug h sediment
classification can be quite valuable in certain specific applications of marine
geotechnology. This knowled ge appears to be obtainable with several acoustic
systems that have been used: Breslau (1967); Barnes et al. (1972); Bell and Porter
(1974); Arnone (1976). All but the system described by Bell and Porter (1974) used
purely normal reflectivity acoustics. In the present state-of-the-art , therefore ,
the botto m (sand , clay, or rock) can be roughly classified using normal acoustic
reflections. Two , or perhaps more , layer s can be handled , but accuracy probably
deteriorates rapidly with increasing subbottom depth.

The Raytheon-University of New Hampshire system , designed to have• broader application , utili zes oblique as well as normal reflectivity and has been
used to measure compressional wave velocity rather accurately(+ 1%).This system
appears to offer little more than the much simpler normal reflectivity systems.
Its major unique capability is the measu rement of compressional wave velocity,
which is usuall y not a particularl y valuable parameter , since it could probably be
esti mated from the reflectivity or inferred density, or by a technique suggested
by Hamilton (1969) where bottom water velocity is obtained from tables such as
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those published by the Navy Oceanographic Office (1966), and a bottom
water/sediment velocity ratio assigned. The classifications that have been
provided in the Raytheon-University of New Hampshire project reports are based
only on the normal reflectivity. Therefore , for immediate application , it appears

L unnecessary to turn to a complex oblique reflectivity system when a simple
normal reflection device appears adequate for rough sediment classification.*

The optimum form of sediment classifier will vary with the engineering
application. For example , for dredging applications a multi frequency device may
be ideal (Ar none, 1976). By using two frequencies , it measures the top of the
“fl uid mud” with high frequency sound (240 kHz) and the top of more competent S

material that would need to be dred ged with lower frequency sound (24 kHz) .
This is a good engineering selection for a specific problem.

For Naval construction geotechnical evaluations , diff eren t ty pes of systems
would be needed. The two-frequency concept is a good one since it can be used to
sort out scattering effects somewhat and can also be used to estimate
attenuation. However , f requencies lower tha n those used in dredging surveys
appear necessary since materials more competent than fluid mud are usually
in vol ved and penetrations to as much as 10 to 15 m are needed. To achieve —

penetrations necessary for direct-embedment anchor surveys , a frequency of
about 3.5 kHz is needed. This is the frequency that was selected for the CEL
anchor-siting and verification tool which has a somewhat similar , though
nonquan titative , function.

To assess the nature of surface material and obtain bath y metry, a fre quency
— of about 12 kHz should be used. Therefore , a normal reflectivity system that uses

3.5 and 12 kHz and that measures amplitude of outgoing and incoming signals
would satisfy most Navy subbottom depth requirements. The results would be
analyzed using a liquid-li quid model (Equation 3) to obtain sediment acoustic
impedance , to esti mate density, and to infer classification. This is a state-of-
the-art application and is relatively simple.

POTENTIAL GEOTECHNICAL
APPLICATIONS

Shear Wave Velocity Measurements

It was suggested earlie r in the discussion of theoretical relationships that
since the shea r wave velocity of the seafloor en te rs in to the acoustic reflection

— 

• 
equations, it should be possible to measure shear wave velocity using obli que
reflectivity measurements. Shear wave velocity, in turn , relates well to the
undrained shear strength, the prime geotechnical parameter. The Raytheon-
University of New Hampshire system has potential for measuring shear wave
velocity (Bell and Porter , 1974), but th us far has not been applied to this task.
Given this apparent availability of developed theory and working equipment , the
authors proceeded to a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the possibility of

*One area where measurements of compressional velocity mi ght be
valuable is in cases of gas-loaded sediments, as discussed previously.
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measuring almost directly the shear strength of sediments using acoustics as
- 

- foll ows:

1. The general acoustic reflection model of Merkulova (1970) was programmed to
yield I R I as a function of Incidence angl€ , 0. The parameters of the model are
C0, Ci,, C~, p0, p, 

~~
2. The parameters, C 

i,,, 
a9, , and a were set up as direct functions of sediment

density, p ,  using the work of Hamilton (1974) (a t also requires C~, calculatedbelow).

3. The parameters C0 and p0 of water were taken as 1.50 km/s and 1.04 Mg/rn 3 ,
respectively.

4. The shear wave velocity, C~ , was expressed as a fu nction of undrained shear
strength , 5u’ f or clays and relative density, D r ’ for sands. To obtain this function ,
data from Seed and Idriss (1970) relating the shear modulus , G, at ve ry low strain
levels ( 10-4) to S

~~ 
and D r were used. These data show G = 2,000 s~ for clays and

G 1,000 (16 + 0.6 D r )  (~ ~~ 
l/2 psf for sands. The term ~ m~~ 

the average
effecti ve stress or about 0.6p b Z with ~b as the sedi ment submerged unit wei ght
and Z as the subbottom depth.

5. The net result of steps 2 through 4 was to express the acpustic parameters in
terms of the engineering parameters , p , s~ , and Dr .  It was then possible to
select values of these engineering properties and obtain reflectivity versus 0.

CEL has investigated many sites in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Typical
values of eng ineeri ng pr oper ties for each of th ese sites were selected and
inse rted into the model. The properties of the selected sites are given in Table 1,
and the resu lti ng reflectivity curves are shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Since
sedi ment properties usually vary considerably with subbottom depth , it was
necessary to assume average values over the upper 5 to 10 m. The resulting data
are somewhat h ypothetical but provide an indication of how properties vary over
the world ’s oceans. The fact that sediment property varies with depth and may
influence reflectivity was not considered in this analysis.

As may be seen from Figures 5, 6, and 7, each sedi men t prod uces a
reflectivity cur ve that has about the sa me shape as those of other sedimen ts but
differs significantly quantitatively. The typical shape is an almost horizontal line
for small 0, follo wed by a rapid steepening, becom ing a nearly vertical li ne for 0
of 45 to 75 deg. The last portion of the curve is nearly honzontal with almost
perfect reflection. The 0 at which the reflectivity curve is nearly vertical should
be quite recognizable in the field and is a good diagnosis of the sediment type.
Likewise , the zone of rapidly increasing R with 0 produces greater separation of
the curves and allows a more accurate classification through reflectivity than
does a purely normal measurement (0 = 0). Oblique reflectivity does prod uce
additional information and probably leads to better sediment classification than
simple normal reflectivity.
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Figure 5. Theoretical oblique reflectivity curves - sites near
Port Hueneme , Calif.
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Table 1. Prope rties of Selected Sites

Figure Site p C2 C~
No. Characteristics Mg/rn 3 rn/s rn/s db/m db/m

5 1 ,200-ft site (clay) 1.51 1560 195 0.098 16
SEACON I (silty clay) 1.7 1 1640 152 0.438 48
6,000-ft site (clay) 1.39 1520 99 0.075 11.5
Pitas Point (silty clay) 1.71 1640 88 0.438 80
Shallow water test site (SWTS ) (sand ) 2.00 1 760 162 0.486 17.6

6 Pelag ic clay 1.45 1540 68 0.082 19
Calcareous ooze 1.53 1560 135 0.098 11.3
Turbidite (sand) 1 .89 1720 144 0.548 21.8

— Turbidite (silt) 1 .67 1640 153 0.438 48

7 Coarse calcareous ooze 1.67 1640 153 0.438 48
Metalliferous sediments 1.22 1520 151 0.053 5.3
Pelag ic clay 1.45 1540 84 0.087 16
Dista l turbidite 1 .45 1540 154 0.087 8.7
Calcareous ooze 1.53 1560 135 0.098 11.4
Siliceous ooze 1. 16 1520 109 0.052 7.2

8 s.d = 0.5 psi 1.50 1560 52 0.098 79.9

s.d = 2 psi 1.50 1560 135 0.098 11 .3

= 4 psi 1.50 1560 191 0.098 8

9 Dr 30% 1.80 1680 123 0.73 33
Dr 90% 1 ,80 1680 177 0.73 23.2

Unfortunately, it does not appear that the shear wave velocity affects the
curves enough to make accur ate measuremen ts of this parameter possible , as can
be clearl y seen in Figures 8 and 9. In the first of these figures , the theoretical
reflectivity curves for a clay with a density of 1.5 Mg/m3 and a shear strength
that varies from 0.3 to 4 psi (2.1 to 28 kPa) are plotted. This is practically the
full range of shear strengths found in typical cohesive marine sediments and

• implies a shear wave velocity variation of 50 to 200 m/s. Aside from the 4 psi
data , the curves are practicall y indisti nguishable. Even the 4 psi curve is
probably not uni que enough to be resolvable iQ the field. Figure 9 for a sand at a
subbottom depth of 5 m , density of 1.8 Mg/m -’, and relative density rang ing from
30% to 90% (Ct of 123 to 177 m/s) shows a similar problem. The curves are too
close to be separated with field measurement of reflectivity; thus , it appears
that shear strengths cannot be determined by this technique. It may stil be
possible to estimate strength given acoustic data because shear strength and
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density are usually related. However , the approach is indirect and requires
“calibration ”; that is, a relationshi p between density and strength for the
particular seafloor being evaluated must be known. At least a few cores and
some laboratory anal yses will probabl y be necessary to obtain this information.

It appears that the reason acoustics is not a good techni que for examining
-: shear behavior in surficial marine sediments is that we are dealing with two

materials - water and sediment - that do not transmit shear stresses or transmit
them poorly. However , both t ransmit compressive stresses quite well. The net
effect is that compressive stresses and waves overwhelm the shear stresses and
waves. The usual difficulties of making measurements at sea make it impossible
to discern these secondary effects.

Consideration of techniques that can be used to measure shear wave velocity
should not stop. If a technique could be developed , the rewards would be great.
Perhaps new findings in areas such as nonlinear acoustics may make such
measurements possible.

Property Gradients

It is well known that many seafloors do not consist of a series of
homogeneous layers separated by clean interfaces as is assumed in acoustic
theories. Instead , the densities and strengths (and corresponding acoustic
param eter s) at least withi n each layer , typ ically increase more or less steadil y
with subbottom depth. This results from the process of consolidation or
densification under increasing overburden.

Current acoustic reflection theories do not handle all aspects of this more
complicated situation. Geotechnologist s would benefit if in formatio n on how the
properties vary were obtained. For example , weak normall y consolidated
sedi ments typically have a void ratio (inversely related to density) that decreases
li nearly with the logarithm of overburden pressure (directly related to density
and subbottom depth). The void ratio of stronger overconsolidated sediments
would tend to be more uniform. Knowled ge of how density varies with depth into
the seafl oor wou ld , therefo re , provide geotechnologists with an indication of soil
shear strength. This approach is far from fool proof; many deep ocean sediments
contain vary in g amounts of opaline silica or amorphous metal oxides that greatly
affe ct the density, independent of overburde n pressure. However , such knowledge
does provide another piece of info rmation that , when inser ted in to the whole
puzzle , may y ield geotechnical data.

Another reason for looking at property gradients is to facilitate anal ysis of
normal reflectivity measurements. In earlier studies (e.g., Breslau , 1967)
att empts were made to empirically relate reflectivity and density. The results
were not as good as one might expect. One of the reasons for this lack of
correlation may be that the seafloor is not uniform as assumed; the returning
signal may con tain some elemen ts of a simp le li quid-solid reflection coupled with
reflections from the rapidly consolidating material of the upper few meters.
Interference causing reinforcement or cancellation of signal may result and lead
to a reflected signal that does not match that expected from simp le theory.

Improved theoretical reflection relationships , in keeping with the realities of
the first  few meters of seafloor , are needed. These would lead to more accurate
determinations of soil classification and produce new parameters (e.g., rate of
density change with depth) that could correlate with strength in some cases.
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Figure 8. Theoretical reflectivity curve - clay with density of 1.5 Mg/rn 3,
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Sand Over Clay

In areas of r ising sea level , sand and beach deposits often m igrate back over
cla yey marsh areas. This can produce a particularly diff icult  geotechnical
situation. Since the sand is difficult to penetrate with probes or samplers there
are no economical ways to mechanically sense the clay. However , if the
foundation is large or involves piling, its in teraction with the clay may prove
disastrous.

Potentially, acoustics can sense clay beneath sand during the site-selection
phase. Sites where the clay layer is absent or the sand layer is thick can be
selected over less desirable locations. The final selected site would require a test
pile or boring to confirm the acoustic assessment.

Even in this situation the use of acoustics is not completely straightforward.
Sand is a good attenuator; much energy is lost in passing throug h the surf ace
layer. Also, the in terf ace between sand and clay is one in which the acoustic
impedance of the uppe r material is greater than that of the lower. This produces
a 180-deg phase shif t  that m ust be detected to iden tif y the nat ur e of the
interface.

Althou gh the technology does not presen tl y exist to classif y clays beneath
beds of sand, it does appear feasible. Attention needs to be directed toward

• 

• amplit ude, frequency, and incident angle range selection; and procedures need to
be developed for recognizing such items as the diagnostic 180-deg phase shift.
This technology is particularly needed for amp hibious operations where little
ti me for site selection and sur vey ing is available.

FINDINGS

I. Acoustics have been used for many years to study the seafloor qualitatively.
Only recently have investigations begun in which the returning signals are used
quantitatively to classify the seafloor and measure its properties. Quantitative
acoustic measurements can range from those simple systems that measure only
the reflection losses of normally inciden t sound waves to those elaborate towed
ar rays that measure reflectivity, phase shift , and time delay as a f unction of
oblique incidence angle.

2. Normal acoustic reflectivity has been used by a nu mber of in vestigators to
measure re motely the density of marine sediments. Since density correlates
relatively well wit h grain size for most sediments, these measurements have also
been used to classify the sediments. The density measurements appear to be
accurate to about ± 10%. This is strictly an estimate since none of the
experiments conducted to date have had ri gorous enough control to state the
accuracy of acoustically measured density relative to ground truth.

3. Simple oblique reflectivity arrays have been used to measure compressional
wavespeed to about ± 1%.

4. These density and compressional speed accuracies are adequate to separate
most sands and clays and may allow division into four or more categories. This
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separation may be adequate to esti mate the holdin g capacities of direct• embedment anchors and serve as a basis for initial site selection (particularl y in
the near shore where sands are common).

5. Present accuracies are not adequate for detecting more subtle differences;• i.e., strong clay versus soft clay, sand of high relative density versu s one of low
relati ve density.

6. Shear wave velocity enters into the obli que reflectivity equations and also
correlates well with shear strength. However , the range of shear wave velocity
that relates to the range of shear strength common in the ocean does not appear
to affect the reflectivity curves by a measurable amount. Shear behavior is
masked by mass effects (density).

7. Virtually all acoustic reflectivity work and modeling have included the
assumption that the seafloor is composed of homogeneous layers. It is known ,
however , that su rficial marine sedimen ts more com mon ly display strong
gradients of properties rather than clear layer interfaces. The presence of
gradients may be one reason why the measurement of density has not been

• particularly good. Other reasons include focusing, scattering, obtaining samples
at locations differe n t f rom those of the acoustic measu rements, sample
disturbance , and instrument variability.

8. Obli que reflectivity provides the opportunity to obtain better measurements of
density. At relatively large angles of incidence (45 deg or more) the difference
between the ref lectivities of different  density sediments greatly increases.
Better resolution can be obtained at such angles.

9. The problem of locating clay beneath a shallow bed of sand is critical in many
geotechnical surveys. Acoustics can provide an expedient means of doing so;
however , this technology does not presently exist.

RECOMMENDAT IONS

The following recommendations are made:

1. Evaluation of the accuracy of seafloor density measurements with a simple
obli que reflecti v ity system : (a) using r igorous navigation control , (b) varied
acoustic sampling times at one location , and (c) careful coring at exact locations
of acoustic sampling. The acoustics work can be accomplished using two small
boats navigating accurately about a marker buoy.

2. Development of the necessary theory and methodology to handle density
gradients and the sand-over-clay situation; demonstrate their validity using the
evaluation techniques in item 1 at locations of known sediment properties;
determine accuracy of measurements.
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3. Exploration of the cost of a towed oblique refl ecti vity system for measu ri ng
densities more accurately; estimate the improvement in accuracy that could be
achieved (this esti ma te would be based on the field results of items 1 and 2);
decide whether the improvement is worth the cost.

4. Assessment of new developments in acoustics that could be applied to shear
wave velocity measurement.

5. Development of promising quantitative acoustic systems for rapidly obtaining
geotechnical parameters for Naval applications.’
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Duncan. Berke ley CA; SAN DIEGO. CA , LA JOLL A. CA (SEROCKI)

UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT Groton CT (Inst. Marine Sci . Library)
UNIV ERSITY OF DE LA W A R E  LEWES . DE (DIR. OF MARINE OPERATIONS, INDERBITZEN); Newark . DE

(Dept of Civil Engineering . Chesson )
UN IVERSITY OF HAWAII HONOL ULU . HI (SCIENCE AND TECH. DIV.)
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Metz Ref Rm, Urbana IL; URBANA , IL (DAVISSO N); URBANA . IL (LIBRAR Y);

URBANA . IL(NEWARK ); Urbana IL(CE Dept. W. Gamble)
UNIV ERSITY OF MASSACH USETFS (Heronemu s). Amherst MA CE Dept
UNIV ERSITY OF MICHIGAN Ann Arbor MI (Richart )
UNIV ERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN Lincoln, NE (Ross Ice Shelf Proj.)
UNIVERSI TY OF NEW HAMPSHIR E DU RHA M. NH (LAVOIE)
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 3 Nielson-Engr Mails & Civil Sys Div . A lbuquerque NM
UNIVERSITY OF SO. CALIFORNIA Univ So. Calif
UNIVERSITY OFTEXAS Inst . Marine Sd (Library), Port Arkansas TX
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN Austin TX (R. Olson)
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON Seattle WA (M. Shenf ); SEATTLE . WA (APPLIED PHYSICS LAB): SEATTLE .

WA ( MERCHANT): SEATTLE. WA (OCEAN ENG RSCH LAB, GRAY) : SEATTLE. WA (PACIFIC MARINE
ENVIRON. LAB.. HALPERN): Seattle WA (E. Linger) : Seattle . WA Transportation , Construction & Geom. Div

UNIVERSITY OF W ISCONSIN Milwaukee WI (Ctr of Great Lakes Studies)
URS RESEARCH CO. LIBRARY SAN MATEO. CA
V ENTURA COUNTY ENVIRON RESOURCE AGENCY Ventura . CA (Melvin)
ALF REDA. YEE & ASSOC. Honolulu HI
AMETEKOffshore Res. & Engr Div
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD CO. DALLAS . TX (SMITH)
A USTRALIA Dept . PW (A. Hicks ), Melbourne
BECHTEL CORP. SAN FRANCISCO, CA( PHELPS)
BELGIUM HAECON.N.V., Gent
BETHLEHEM STEEL CO. BETHLEHEM . PA (STEELE)
BRAND INDUS SERV INC. I. Buehler . Hacienda Heights CA
BROWN & ROOT Houston TX (D. Ward )
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CANADA Can-Dive Services (English) North Vancouver ; Library , Calgary , Alberta; Lockheed Petro . Serv . Ltd. New
Westminster B.C.; Lockheed Petrol. Srv . Ltd., New Westminster BC: Mem Univ Newfoundland (Chari) . St Johns:
Surveyor. Nenninger & Chenevert Inc., Montreal: Warnock Hersey Prof. Srv Ltd . La Sale, Quebec

CF BRAUNCO Dii Bouchet, Murray Hill . Ni
CHEVRON OIL FIELD RESEARCH CO. LA HABRA, CA (BROOKS )
COLUMB IAGULFTRANSM ISSION CO. HOUSTON , TX (ENG. LIB.)r CONCRETE TECHNOLOGY CORP. TACOMA . WA (ANDERSON)
DIXIE DIVING CENTER Decatur . GA
DRAVO CORP Pittsburgh PA (Giannino); Pittsburgh PA (Wright )
NORWAY DET NORSKE VERITAS (Library). Oslo
EVALUATION ASSOC. INC KING OF PRUSSIA. PA (FEDELE)
EXXON PRODUCTION RESEARCH CO Houston, TX (Chao)
FORD, BACON & DAVIS . INC. New York (Library)
FRANCE Dr. Dutert re. Bou logne; L. Plisk in. Paris; P. Jensen. Boulogne; Roger LaCroix , Paris
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERS INC. Winchester , MA(Pauld ing)
GLIDDEN CO. STRONGSVILLE , OH (RSCH 118)
GLOBAL MARINE DEVELOPMENT NEWPORT BEACH , CA (HOLLETY)
HALEY & ALDRICH. INC. Cambr idge MA (Aldrich . Jr.)
HONEYWELL. INC. Minneap olis MN (Residential Engr Lib.)
ITALY M. Cturoni. Milan; Sergio Tattoni Milano; Tonno (F. Levi)
MAKAI OCEAN ENGRNG INC. Kailua, HI
KOREA Korea Rsch Inst. Sh ip & Ocean(B. Choi). Seoul
LAMONT-DO}IERTY GEOLOGICAL OBSERV. Palisades NY (McCoy); Palisades NY (Selwyn)
LIN OFFSHORE ENGRG P. Chow , San Francisco CA
LOCK HEED MISSILES & SPACE CO. INC. Sunnyvale . CA (Phillips )
LOC KHEED OCEAN LABORATO RY San Diego CA (F. Simpson)
MARATHON OIL CO Houston TX (C. Seay)
MARINE CONCRETE STRUCTURES INC. MEFAIRIE, LA (INGRAHAM)
MC CLELLAND ENGINEERS INC Houston TX (8. McClelland )
MEDALL & ASSOC. INC. J.T. GAFFEY II SANTA ANA . CA
MEXICO R. Cardenas
MOBIL PIPE LINE CO. DALLAS . TX MGR OF ENGR (NOACK)
MUESER. RUTLEDGE, WENTWORTH ANDJOHNSTON NEW YORK (RICHARDS)
NEW ZEALAND New Zealand Concrete Research Assoc . (Librarian), Porirua
NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBLDG & DRYDOCK CO. Newport News VA (Tech. Lib.)
NORWAY A. Torum . Trondheim; DET NORSKE VERITAS (Roren) Oslo; I. Foss, Oslo: 3. Creed. Ski: Norwegian

Tech Univ (Brandtzaeg). Trondheim
OCEAN DATA SYSTEMS, INC. SAN DIEGO. CA (SNODGRASS)
OCEAN ENGINEERS SAUSALITO. CA (RYNECKI) —

OCEAN RESOURCE ENG. INC. HOUSTON, TX (ANDERSON)
OFFSHORE DEVELOPMENT ENG. INC. BERKELEY , CA
PACIFIC MARINETECHNOLOGY LONG BEACH,CA(WAGNER)
PORTLANDCEMENT ASSOC. SKOKIE , IL (CORELY); Skokie IL (Rsch & Dev Lab, Lib.)
PRESCON CORPTOWSON. MD(KELLER)
R 3 BROWN ASSOC (McKeehan), Houston. TX
RANDCORP. Santa Monica CA (A. Laupa)
RAYMOND INTERNATIONAL INC. CHERRY HILL , NJ (SOILTECH DEPT)
SANDIA LABORATORI ES Library Div. , Livermore CA
SCHUPACKASSOC SO. NOR WAL K,CT(SCHUPACK)
SEATECH CORP. MIAMI , FL (PERONI)
SHELL DEVELOPMENT CO. Houston TX (C. Sellars Jr. ); Houston TX (E. Doyle)
SHELLOIL CO. HOUSTON. TX (MARSHALL); Houston TX (R. de Castongrene): I. Boaz. Houston TX
SWEDEN GeoTech Insi; VBB (Library). Stockholm
TIDEWATER CONSTR. CO Norfo lk VA (Fowler)
TRW SYSTEMS REDONDO BEACH, CA (DAI)
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UNITED KINGDOM British Embassy (Info. Offr ). Was hington DC; Cement & Concrete Assoc (0. Somerville)
Wexbam Springs, SIou; D. New , G. Maunsell & Panners. London: Shaw & Hatton (F. Hansen), London: Taylor ,
Woodrow Consir (014P), Southa ll , Midd lesex; Taylor . Woodrow Constr (Stubb s), Southa ll . Middlesex

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP. Annapolis MD(Oceanic Div Lib . Bryan)
WM CLAPP LABS - BATFELLE DUXBURY . MA(L IBRARY); Duxbury , MA (Richards)
WOODWARD.CLYDE CONSULTANTS (A. Harngan) San Francisco; PLYMOUTH MEETING PA (CROSS. III)
AL SMOOTh Los Angeles. CA
ANTON TEDESKO Bronxvi IIe NY
BROWN . ROBERT University, AL
BULLOCK La Canada
F. HEUZE Boulder CO -

R.F. BESIEROId Saybrook CT
- .  

R.Q. PALMER Kaitua, HI
T.W. MERMEL Washington DC
WMTALBOT Orange CA
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